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SMBX a fan game made by Redigit. It is a mixup from various Super Mario games and even includes
assets from Metroid or Zelda. It has gained a lot of popularity over the time but development has
been ceased in 2011 so that SMBX 1.3 was the last version which was officially released. Over the
time SMBX has been improved by user patches, most notably by LunaLua/LunaDLL. In 2015 a user

named 5438A38A posted a screenshot with an own version of SMBX named SMBX 1.4 on the Chinese
forum board baidu. A lot of user speculated that this was fake. However in this screenshot there is a
snippets of code included, which looked genuine. A few months later SMBX 1.4 was relased on the
baidu forum board. It didnt take long until players outside of China noticed about the existence of

this game. The core of SMBX 1.4 is pretty good given that it was written from scratch. It is
compatible with SMBX 1.3 but has complete different physics. SMBX (1.0 to 1.3) is a fan game made
by Redigit. It is a mixup from various Super Mario games and even includes assets from Metroid or
Zelda. It has gained a lot of popularity over the time but development has been ceased in 2011 so

that SMBX 1.3 was the last version which was officially released. Over the time SMBX has been
improved by user patches, most notably by LunaLua/LunaDLL. In 2015 a user named 5438A38A
posted a screenshot with an own version of SMBX named SMBX 1.4 on the Chinese forum board

baidu. A lot of user speculated that this was fake. However in this screenshot there is a snippets of
code included, which looked genuine. A few months later SMBX 1.4 was relased on the baidu forum
board. It didnt take long until players outside of China noticed about the existence of this game. The
core of SMBX 1.4 is pretty good given that it was written from scratch. It is compatible with SMBX 1.3

but has complete different physics.
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arguably the most
popular game among the

smbx series is super
mario bros. x by redigit.
after the nintendo 64's

release, nintendo
attempted to implement
features from the games
that were successful on
other consoles. smbx

was, and still is, the first
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game in the series to
feature 3d graphics, with
every stage being in 3d.

the game introduced
many gameplay

elements from later
titles, such as the ability
to go through doors, the
introduction of the super
leaf and warp pipe (both

objects later used in
later games), the world
map and getting bonus
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coins for collecting them,
the ability to jump
higher, use the fire

flower for the first time,
and the introduction of
four-player co-op. smbx

does not feature any
peach levels or levels
that would connect to
the earlier game. the
super mario bros. x
series has a unique

gameplay that makes it
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a unique addition to the
mario games. it is a

platformer game where
mario and luigi run,

jump, and fight enemies
in levels in which they go
through the level to find
power-ups and go to the
end of the level to defeat
the boss. the gameplay
is more "nintendo-ish"
compared to previous

mario games. the enemy
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types are more common
for a mario game, but it's

also known for its non-
mario enemies such as
the buzzy bees and the
angry bird. super mario

maker: super mario
remaker was a fan-made
level creating tool based
on super mario maker.
the game was made by
lu9, who released the

initial version on
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september 14, 2015.
[43] while similar to the
game upon which it was

based, super mario
remaker only features
the super mario bros.
theme while focusing
primarily on adding

features and elements
not present in super
mario maker, and
additional mystery

mushroom costumes
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based on other
characters and

properties. in january of
2016, the creator's

youtube channel was
taken down, alongside
the primary download
links. [44] despite this,
the game can still be
downloaded on other

sites. 5ec8ef588b
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